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IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ARMY ORIENTEERING ASSOCIATION CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE 
(BUILDING 25) LONGMOOR CAMP 24-28 Feb 2020 
 
General 

1. The AOA Centre Of Excellence has been housed in Building 25 Longmoor Camp for well 
over 10 years and needs some tender loving care to improve the impression presented to the 
young soldiers who attend the courses we offer from this location. 

2. For many years we have been plagued with a leaking roof, which has cause deterioration to 
the internal fittings and finishes. Over the summer the roof was completely replace and we now 
have dry building. 

Aim 

3. The aim of this document is to detail the remedial works needed, the areas to be improved 
and to request assistance from the orienteering community with this project.  

Remedial Works 

4. The planned remedial works are: 

a. Remove flaking paint, treat mould and prime ceilings (to be done in Dec 19) 

b. Repaint all ceilings with emulsion 

c. Repaint all internal gloss paint and all external doors. 

d. Replace water damaged roller blinds 

Areas for improvement 

5. The planned remedial works are: 

a. Relocate projection screen in main skills classroom to northern wall. Will require a stand 
off frame making to clear pipes and conduits. 

b. Create new cork wall display board on wall where Skills projection was. 

c. Upgrade skills and planner’s projectors to increase lumen output and standardise on one 
bulb type. This will include new ceiling mounts and swapping to HMDI connections. 

d. Upgrade the unreliable visualiser in the skills classroom 

e. Upgrade the PC in the Planner’s classroom. Swap out Office PC and replace Office one. 

f. Move the intermediate course facilities into the planner’s classroom. Take metal drawer 
unit from Skills. All Skills resources to be kept in main locker. 

g. Replace flooring covering in rest room and corridor. 
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h. Repair drawer front in kitchen 

i. Remove section of IT shelf from rest room wall 

Assistance Requested 

6. The AOA team need assistance to complete the above tasks in the week allocated. We 
would be particularly keen to hear from volunteers who have carpentry, IT and general decoration 
skills.  

7. We would be very grateful for offers of help by the half day. 

Wednesday’s Orienteering 

8. So that volunteers can get their O fix, we have arranged for Kieran to plan the MLS event to 
be on Hankley Common on the 26th. 

Resources 

9. All required resources will be provided by the AOA less old clothing suitable for the intended 
tasks. 

10. Offers of provision of the following equipment would be much appreciated: 

a. Step ladders 

b. Extendable paint rollers 

c. Dust sheets 

d. Wood working tools 

Messing 

11. Due to the increased charges for meals in the camp dining room, there will be no opportunity 
for any meals to be provided. There will be a basic offering of bread, ham, cheese and tinned soup 
available to all involved. 

12. The AOA will provide brew making ingredients and facilities. 

13. The rest room has a fridge to store fresh food, a microwave, a single electric hotplate and 
limited crockery. 

Conclusion 

14. The AOA team would be extremely grateful for offers of help with the refurbishment of its 
Centre of Excellence at Longmoor Camp, enabling my team to continue to deliver high quality 
orienteering experiences to military and civilians. 
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